Identification of RNA cargoes by antibody-positioned RNA amplification.
The interactions between various RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) and the RNA transcripts they bind strongly influence posttranscriptional control of gene expression in vertebrates. The hundreds of vertebrate RBPs that have been identified within the genome, often with multiple RNA recognition motifs, are capable of recognizing specific target RNA sequences mediating the maturation, movement, and translational state of their RNA cargoes. To identify the cargoes associated with a specific RBP, we have developed a technique called antibody-positioned RNA amplification (APRA), which positions an oligonucleotide with a degenerate priming sequence in proximity to the RNAs sequestered by a specific RBP. The conjugation of the priming oligonucleotide to the antibody by itself does not interfere with the antibody's intrinsic affinity for the target RBP epitope, thus enabling RNA targets to be reverse-transcribed and amplified via a T7 bacteriophage RNA polymerase promoter sequence located upstream of the degenerate priming sequence in the oligonucleotide. By identifying the mRNA transcripts associated with the RBP in situ, we may be able to ascertain the significance of their temporal expression and physiological activities within the vast transcriptional networks regulating functional responses to stimuli.